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Abstract
We do not know whether weak bisimilarity denoted  is decidable for general
BPA and BPP but we may try to estimate what would be a least complexity of a
decision procedure that might exist That is achieved by taking problems complete
for some complexity classes and reducing them to  In this way we will show
that the problem of deciding weak bisimilarity would be NPhard for BPP and
PSPACEhard for BPA
 Background
There has been much eort devoted to the study of decidability of various
bisimulation equivalences for many process calculi The majority of the results
concern strong bisimilarity which was shown to be decidable for the two classes
of basic process algebras BPA  and basic parallel process algebras BPPA
 that we will be considering in this paper
However we want to focus our attention on a more interesting notion
of observation that is weak bisimilarity So far the decidability of weak bi
similarity for the subclass of totally normed BPP and BPAprocesses was es
tablished in 	 and a semidecision procedure for weak bisimilarity of BPP
was manifested in 
 The question for general BPAprocesses and BPP re
mains open however we may at least try to establish some lower bounds on a
decision procedure that might exist
Decidability of bisimulation equivalences so far seems to be consistent with
polynomialtime decision procedures Polynomial algorithms deciding strong
bisimilarity for normed BPP and BPAprocesses were manifested in  
 and even though there is no polynomial decision procedure for the class
of all BPP and BPAprocesses there is no lower bound that contradicts its
existence It would be a weak negative result to show that weak bisimilarity
cannot be decidable in polynomial time To our best knowledge even this
weak result hasnt been proved yet however in this paper we provide a strong
c
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evidence that the problem of deciding weak bisimilarity cannot be solved in
polynomial time More specically we will show that for weak bisimilarity
and totally normed BPP and BPAprocesses the decision problem is at least
NPhard and for general BPAprocesses at least PSPACEhard
Before we proceed to demonstrate these claims we will recall the necessary
notions from process algebra and computational complexity
 Process algebras
In order to dene process algebras we presuppose a xed set of actions Act 
fa b c   g that contains a special silent action   and a nite set of process
variables or atoms   fX

     X
n
g Then we say that a basic process algebra
or BPA is a pair 

 where 

is the free monoid generated by  and
  fX

 P j X   P  

   Actg is a nite set of transitions
We call words from 

BPAprocesses The transition rules of  determine a
transition relation on general BPAprocesses in this way
XQ

 PQ if there is a rule X

 P in 
A basic parallel process algebra or BPPA is given as a pair 

 where


 fX
i


  X
i
n
n
j i

     i
n
 Ng is the commutative algebra generated by
 and   fX

 P j X   P  

   Actg is a nite set of transitions
We call multisets from 

basic parallel processes or BPP In the algebra 

there is a natural operation which we shall call parallel composition and denote
with k
P k Q  X
i

j


  X
i
n
j
n
n
 where P  X
i


  X
i
n
n
and Q  X
j


  X
j
n
n

We can extend the rules of  to all BPP in the obvious way
P k X k Q

 P k R k Q if there is a rule X

 R in 
For both BPA and BPPA we use capital letters X Y to range over process
variables and PQR to range over processes
Now we will introduce the concepts of strong and weak bisimilarity We say
that a binary relationR over pairs of processes is a strong bisimulation relation
if the following condition holds for every pair PQ from R and every action
 from Act

for every P

 P

there exists Q

 Q

so that P

 Q

  R

for every Q

 Q

there exists P

 P

so that P

 Q

  R

Two processes P and Q are strongly bisimilar if there exists a strong bisi
mulation relation containing the pair PQ The union of all bisimulation
relations gives rise to the maximal bisimulation which is denoted by 
A weak bisimulation relation is dened analogously as a strong bisimulation
relation with the single transitions

 being replaced with

 where

 is
an abbreviation of 




 



in case of    and 



in case of
    Then we say that processes P and Q are weakly bisimilar if there exists
a weak bisimulation relation containing the pair PQ There also exists a
maximal weak bisimulation relation which is obtained as a union of all weak
bisimulation relations and it is denoted by 
The concept of norm plays an important role in decidability of bisimulations
of processes Informally a process P is normed if any derivative Q of P can
terminate with a nite number of transitions This property is essential in
constructions of polynomial decision procedures for BPA and BPPA cf 
  In the context of weak bisimilarity we deal with weak norm which does
not take  actions into consideration Then we say that a process variableX is
totally normed if there is no transition X

  and if there exists a derivation
X
s
  for some nonempty sequence of actions s A process algebra is
totally normed if all its variables are totally normed Hirshfeld in 	 proved
that weak bisimilarity is decidable for totally normed BPA and BPPA
 Computational complexity
Now we will recall some notions from computational complexity consult 
 and  for more details Informally we say that a problem P is Chard
for some complexity class C if to solve P is as dicult as to solve any problem
from C If on top of that we know that the complexity of solving P is C in
other words P belongs to C we say that P is Ccomplete Often when we try
to estimate a lower bound on a complexity of some problem P we transform
another problem P

to P where we know the complexity of P

already For
this purpose we use the concept of reduction
Assume two languages L

over some alphabet 

and L

over an alphabet


 A reduction from L

to L

is a function f from 


to 


such that
for all w  


 w  L

	 fw  L


A reduction f is polynomialtime if there exists a polynomialtime bound Tur
ing machine that computes the function f  There exist other types of reduc
tions but it will be shown later that polynomialtime reduction is sucient for
our purpose We will denote the fact that L

is polynomialtime reducible to
L

by L

 L


We say that a language L is complete for a class C with respect to
polynomialtime reduction if L is in C and every language in C is reducible
to L A language L is hard for C with respect to polynomialtime reduction
if every language in C is reducible to L but L is not necessarily in C


The complexity classes that we will be dealing with are the classes P NP
and PSPACE Just to remind ourselves P is the class of problems that can be
decided by deterministic Turing machines in polynomial time NP is the class
of problems decidable by nondeterministic polynomialtime bound Turing
machines and PSPACE is the class of problems decidable by deterministic
Turing machines in polynomial space The following theorems  conrm
that polynomialtime reduction is suitable for our purposes
Lemma  If L

 P and L

 L

then also L

 P where P
Lemma  For any complexity class C if L

is Ccomplete and L

 L


then L

is Chard
 Weak bisimilarity of BPP is NPhard
In order to show NPhardness of weak bisimilarity we choose the problem
Knapsack which is known to be NPcomplete cf   We will reduce it
to weak bisimilarity of basic parallel processes As we have explained earlier
that will make the decidability of  for BPP at least NPhard
Knapsack also called Subset Sum is a combinatorial problem which com
pares sums of natural numbers We are given a sequence of natural numbers
m

 m

     m
n
and a total t and we want to nd out whether we can choose
a subsequence m
i

     m
i
k
that adds up to t That brings us to the idea
of having two processes one representing the total t by being dened as a
trace of length t and the other representing the choices of subsequences of
m

 m

     m
n
and hence giving rise to a tree whose branches correspond
to traces of lengths specied by the individual subsequences Formally the
denition of the problem is as follows
Denition  Knapsack is the following problem
Instance tm

 m

     m
n
 N
Question 
 i

 i

     i
n
 f g
P
n
j
i
j
m
j
 t	
We will follow the convention that all the input values tm

 m

     m
n
are
encoded in binary  That is an essential requirement because if we consider
Knapsack with the input encoded in unary then we can actually construct
an algorithm that will solve it in polynomial time We say that Knapsack is
not strongly NPcomplete  However with respect to binary encoding it is
NPcomplete
The fact that we assume input values encoded in binary means that we can
encode large numbers in a succinct way That means we will have to deal with
large values in the denition of processes that occur in the reduction That
will require a trick in the denition so that we remain within the limits of
polynomialtime reduction We will now proceed to demonstrate a polynomial
time manyone reduction of Knapsack to weak bisimilarity of BPP

Lemma  Knapsack  
Proof We assume an instance of Knapsack tm

 m

     m
n
 N  We
will construct two basic parallel processes P and Q such that there exist
i

 i

     i
n
 f g with
P
j
i
j
m
j
 t if and only if P  Q Following the
aforementioned idea the process P will simulate branching dened by indi
vidual subsequences and the process Q will simulate the trace of length t For
the purpose of counting we will use a single visible action a that will help us
to test if there is a branch in the tree dened by P of length t ie equivalent
with Q
For each m
j
 resp t we will introduce a process variable M
j
 resp T 
that will be able to perform exactly a sequence of
a
 transitions of length
m
j
 resp t The process P then will be capable of generating any subset of
fM

    M
n
g whereas the process Q will be able to evolve into T  Finally we
will demonstrate that P is weakly bisimilar to Q if and only if the answer to
the respective instance is yes Now we will present the transition rules that
dene the process variables P and Q
P

 P

k    k P
n
Q

 P P
j

M
j
 j       n
Q

 T P
j

  j       n
Q
a



P
a








a

a

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
a

a

a








a

  
a

a

a

Fig  The processes P and Q
In order to complete the denitions of P and Q we have to dene process
variables M
j
and T  Our only concern is that the resulting reduction is poly
nomial time hence we have to use a little trick in the denition We dene
a sequence of variables S

 S

     S
k
in this way S

a
  S
i

 S
i
k S
i
for i  k where k is taken to be blogmaxftm

     m
n
gc Thus we have
obtained variables such that S
i
 a

i
 where we use the expression a
m
in the
obvious meaning Now we can dene T

 S
e
k
k
k    k S
e


k S
e


where
e
k
   e

e

is the binary encoding of t The variables M

    M
n
are dened
in a similar fashion M
j

 S
e
kj
k
k    k S
e
j

k S
e
j

 where e
kj
   e
j
is the
binary encoding of m
j
 for j       n To summarise we only need k  
extra variables in order to dene the processes T and M
j

	
It is easily seen from the construction that P can only perform sequences
of
a
 transitions of length
P
j
i
j
m
j
for some i

 i

     i
n
 f g Therefore
if this sum never adds up to t the process Q can become T and thus force non
bisimilarity with P  On the other hand if there exist i

 i

     i
n
 f g such
that
P
j
i
j
m
j
 t the process P will generate the compositionM
i


k    kM
i
n
n
as an answer to the move Q

 T and preserve weak bisimilarity If it is
P that takes the initiative then the process Q simply makes use of the rule
Q

 P and then copies any move of P  
It is quite easy to verify that the actual reduction can be carried out in poly
nomial time however we will not present the full details of the reduction here
We can nally conclude with the following theorem
Theorem  The decidability of weak bisimilarity of basic parallel processes
is NPhard
 Totally normed BPP
The result that we have just proved seems rather weak in the light of the fact
that so far there exists only a semidecision procedure Now we will present
a stronger result by modifying the reduction so that the resulting processes
belong to the restricted subclass of totally normed BPP for which weak bisi
milarity is actually decidable 	 In the original reduction we dene several
variables which are of norm zero The class of totally normed processes does
not admit such variables and so we will replace them with variables of positive
norm
The problematic processes are P
i
since they have at their disposal the
transition rules P
i

  We can get rid of such processes by considering the
problem
P
n
j
i
j
m
j

P
n
j
m
j
 t 
P
n
j
m
j
instead Clearly there exist
coecients i
j
 f g such that
P
n
j
i
j
m
j
 t if and only if there exist i

j
such that
P
n
j
i

j
m
j
 t
P
n
j
m
j
 where i

j
 f 	g Following this idea we
dene new process variables P

i
and P

using the transitions P

i

M
i
k M
i

P

i

 M
i
 and P


 P


k    k P

n
 The fact that we are now simulating
either the number m
j
or its double 	m
j
means that the moves P
i

  are
no longer present We also need to replace the process Q representing t with
a process Q

representing t 
P
n
j
m
j
 The process Q

is dened by the two
transitions Q


 P

and Q


 T kM

k    kM
n

It is obvious that for the processes P

and Q

dened above P

 Q

if and
only if they correspond a positive instance of Knapsack This modication
does not have any impact on the size of the reduction which can still be done
in polynomial time All the newly dened processes are totally normed and
we can conclude with the following theorem
Theorem  The decidability of weak bisimilarity of totally normed basic
parallel processes is NPhard

 Totally normed BPAprocesses
For general BPAprocesses we will demonstrate PSPACEhardness of the de
cision problem for weak bisimilarity but before doing that we will modify
the reduction from Knapsack to sequential composition in order to show the
following theorem
Theorem  To decide weak bisimilarity of totally normed BPAprocesses
is NPhard
Proof The proof follows very much the ideas we used in the reduction to
weak bisimilarity of BPP Given an instance tm

     m
n
of Knapsack we
will dene processes P and Q in this way
P

 P

M

P

 P

M


Q

 P
P


 P

M

P


 P

M


Q

 T






P
n

M
n
P
n

M

n
Note that it is not enough to simply replace parallel composition with sequen
tial in the denition of P because of the leftmost derivation in case of BPA
If we took P to be P

P

   P
n
then we wouldnt be able to derive any process
M
i


M
i


  M
i
n
n
in a single

 transition because P
i
is only enabled when all
P
j
have terminated for all j  i Therefore we would have to start producing
a
 transitions which would introduce more possibilities for branching and
spoil bisimilarity
The denitions of T and each M
j
are again expressed in terms of auxiliary
variables S
i

S

a
  S
i

 S
i
S
i
T

 S
e
k
k
   S
e


S
e


M
j

 S
e
kj
k
   S
e
j

S
e
j


where   i  blogmaxftm

     m
n
gc and e
k
   e

e

 resp e
kj
   e
j
e
j

are the binary encodings of t resp m
j
 For these processes there is no branch
ing available they only determine a sequence of
a
 moves of the right length
When we examine the possible behaviour of P we can see that before do
ing an
a
 transition it must have evolved into a composition of variables of
the form M
i
n
n
  M
i


M
i


with i
j
 f 	g That represents some subset of
m

     m
n
and P can perform exactly
P
n
j
i
j
m
j
actions
a
 for the corre
sponding i
j
 Then we apply a similar argument as in the case for BPP and
we can conclude that P  Q if and only if there are i

     i
n
 f 	g so
that
P
n
j
i
j
m
j
 t All the variables are totally normed which concludes the
proof 
We can see that the presented reduction constructs roughly the same number
of processes as the reduction to totally normed BPP Hence we can rely on
the analysis of the former reduction and conclude that also the reduction to
totally normed BPAprocesses is polynomialtime

 Weak bisimilarity of BPA is PSPACEhard
Sequential composition enables us to go even further With the sequential
structure of BPAprocesses we are able to encode nite automata and hence
achieve a stronger result We will use the totality problem for 
nite non
deterministic automata Tot which is PSPACEcomplete and construct a poly
nomial time reduction onto weak bisimilarity of BPA Thus we will show that
this problem is at least PSPACEhard First we will dene the totality prob
lem for nite automata
Denition  Tot is the following problem
Instance A nondeterministic 
nite automaton A over some alphabet 
Question Is LA the language accepted by the automaton A equal to
the total language 

	
This problem is PSPACEcomplete even a twoletter alphabet cf  hence
in the following we will assume that   fa bg We will in fact demonstrate
a linear time reduction of Tot onto weak bisimilarity of BPA
Theorem  Tot  
Now we will explain the main idea behind the reduction We presuppose a
nondeterministic nite automaton A  Q  q

 fq
k
g where   fa bg is
the input alphabet Q  fq

 q

     q
k
g is the set of states with q

being the
initial and q
k
the nal states and  
 Q    	
Q
is the transition function
We will write q
i
 x  q
j
to express the fact that the state q
j
belongs to the
set q
i
 x with x being either a or b Also note that without loss of generality
we can assume a single nal state q
k

We will simulate words over fa bg by introducing two variables A and B
such that A can only perform the transition A
a
  and B can only perform
the transition B
b
  Then any process over A and B will determine a
single word from the alphabet  To simulate the total language 

we will
introduce a process P that will be capable of producing any string of atoms
A and B Next we would like to dene a process Q that can generate all
strings from LA However since we are only allowed the leftmost derivation
in case of BPAprocesses we will dene a process that generates exactly all
the reverse words from LA Still we will be able to show that LA  

if
and only if P  Q
For each state q

 q

     q
k
of the automatonA we dene a process variable
Q

 Q

     Q
k
using the following rules
if q
i
 a  q
j
then Q
i

 Q
j
A and
if q
i
 b  q
j
then Q
i

 Q
j
B
For the variable Q
k
that corresponds to the nal state q
k
we add a special
rule Q
k
s
  where s is a special initial action The purpose of s is to

synchronise the two processes P and Q Finally we put Q  Q

 It is quite
straightforward to observe that a word w is in LA if and only if we can via a
 sequence from the variable Q generate the process Q
k
R where R  fABg

and there is a unique transition sequence R
w
  with w being the reverse of
w
Example  To illustrate the construction above we will now show an ex
ample of a nondeterministic 
nite automaton and the process that it gives
rise to The automaton A Fig  consists of a set of states fq

 q

 q

 q

g
with q

being the initial and q

the 
nal states the alphabet is   fa bg
and the transition function is given by q

 c  fq

g q

 a  fq

 q

g and
q

 b  fq

 q

g The language it de
nes is given by the regular expression
cab

a cab

 fcab
i
a j i  g  fcab
i
j i  g

q

c


q

a

a



















q

b
oo
b

















	

q

Fig  The nondeterministic automaton A
The process Q is de
ned by the following transition rules and is pictured in
Fig 
Q


 Q

C Q


 Q

A Q


 Q

A
Q


 Q

B Q


 Q

B Q

s
 
Q



Q

C




Q

AC




Q

BAC




Q

ABAC




Q

BA	

C



Q

AC
s

Q

BAC
s

Q

ABAC
s

Q

BA	

C
s

Q

ABA	

C
s

AC BAC ABAC
BA	

C ABA	

C
Fig  The corresponding process Q

It is not dicult to verify that the only processes derivable from the process Q

with
s
 move are of the form Q

R where R is either ABA
i
C or BA
i
C
Clearly a process ABA
i
C resp BA
i
C determines the word aba
i
c resp
ba
i
c which is the reverse of cab
i
a resp cab
i

To complete the reduction it remains to dene the process P whose task is to
be able to generate all strings from fABg

and simulate the process Q and
the variables A resp B that simulate the letters a resp b
P

 QT P

 PA A
a
  T

 T
P
s
  P

 PB B
b
 
For technical reasons we need a process that will block any sequence of vari
ables that the process P may have generated The process T forms such a
block since it is dened as a  loop and therefore it is clear that TR  
for any process R The presence of T in the algebra means that the algebra
fails to be totally normed which opens the question about the complexity of
weak bisimilarity for totally normed processes The nal step is to show the
correctness of the reduction
Theorem  Assume a given automaton A and P and Q de
ned as above
Then LA  fa bg

i P  Q
Proof One implication is straightforward Assume that LA  fa bg

and
let w  fa bg

n LA Since P is constructed to generate all strings of a and
b it can produce a sequence of variables capable of performing the word sw
R

However as Q simulates the automaton A it cannot produce this string and
thus P  Q
In order to show the other direction we need to analyze the moves of P
and Q The idea is that P will wait for Q to make a move and then respond
by doing P

 QT which blocks anything which P may have generated in
the meantime Clearly Q  QTR for any process R because we can never get
past T  On the other hand Q has to respond only when P decides to generate
a sequence of As and Bs and then disappear Hence the responses of Q are
i P

 PRR  fABg

 in this case Q does the empty sequence Q


Q
ii P

 QTRR  fABg

 in this case Q  QTR and hence again the
response is Q

 Q
iii P
s
 RR  fABg

 since Q can generate all strings over the alphabet
fABg it will be able to generate the process R via
s

Although this analysis is quite informal we could easily construct a binary
relation as a union of three binary relations each corresponding to one case
of the above analysis and verify that it is a weak bisimulation relation That

only requires to test that it is closed under expansion with

 which would
again follow the structure of the proof Therefore we have P and Q weakly
bisimilar Finally we can conclude that the automaton generates the total
language if and only if the processes P and Q are weakly bisimilar 
It is not dicult to check that this construction can be done in time linear
in the size of the input automaton as for each possible transition of the input
automaton we construct a single rule of the process algebra and also the
number of states only increases by a constant Therefore we can conclude
that the problem of deciding weak bisimilarity for BPA is PSPACEhard
 Conclusion
We cannot draw any strong conclusions from the results presented in this pa
per Although weak bisimilarity seems a rather complex notion and hence we
might hope to prove that if indeed it was decidable for BPAprocesses and
BPP the complexity of a decision procedure would be rather high there seem
to be obstacles that prevent us from doing so The idea of the Knapsack reduc
tion to weak bisimilarity of BPP may be applied to more complex problems
one of them might be the verication of Presburger sentences which is known
to require at least doubly exponential space
To conclude this paper we can draw the following comparisons for strong
bisimulation and normed BPP and BPAprocesses there exist polynomial de
cision procedures When we move to totally normed BPP and BPAprocesses
for which weak bisimulation is decidable the problem of deciding weak bi
similarity is NPhard which is to be expected since we are dealing with a
more intricate notion For general BPAprocesses if weak bisimilarity was
decidable then any existing decision procedure would be PSPACEhard
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